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We investigated whether a relationship exists between frontal lobe

volume and fluid intelligence as measured by both Cattell’s Culture

Fair test and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-

R) Performance scale, but not with crystallized intelligence as

measured by the WAIS-R Verbal scale, in healthy adults, using two

well-established image analysis techniques applied to high-resolution

MR brain images. Firstly, using voxel-based morphometry (VBM),

we investigated whether a significant relationship exists between

gray matter concentration and fluid intelligence on a voxel-by-voxel

basis. Secondly, we applied the Cavalieri method of modern design

stereology in combination with point counting to investigate possible

relationships between macroscopic volumes of relevant brain

regions defined as dorsolateral, dorsomedial, orbitolateral, and

orbitomedial prefrontal cortex on the basis of neuroanatomical

landmarks, and fluid intelligence. We also examined the effect on

these relationships of normalizing regional brain volumes to

intracranial volume. VBM analysis revealed a positive correlation

between gray matter concentration in the medial region of

prefrontal cortex and Culture Fair scores (corrected for multiple

comparisons), and also WAIS-R Performance Intelligence sum of

scaled scores (SSS) (uncorrected for multiple comparisons before

controlling for age, and this converges with the stereological finding

of the positive correlation between volume of dorsomedial prefron-

tal cortex normalized to intracranial volume and Culture

Fair scores after controlling for age. WAIS-R Verbal Intelligence

SSS showed no correlations. We interpret our findings, from

independent analyses of both VBM and stereology, as evidence

of the importance of medial prefrontal cortex in supporting fluid

intelligence.
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Introduction

How the brain supports intelligence can be explored by

examining the effects on intelligence of focal brain lesions and by

examining which brain regions activate when intelligence is

exercised, but it can also be examined by determining whether

variations in the volume of any brain region correlate with

individual differences in intelligence in healthy individuals.

Whereas functional neuroimaging does not establish the causal

role of an activated region in intelligence, lesion evidence provides

strong support for this claim, and the bneophrenologicalQ approach
does so as well, albeit more weakly and indirectly. It is assumed that

MRI-derived measures of the volume of a particular brain structure

in healthy brains are at least partially determined by the number and

size (hence, the complexity of the synaptic connections) of the

neurons that it contains so that greater volumes should mean that a

structure works more efficiently (Andreasen et al., 1993; Bigler et

al., 1995; Rushton and Ankney, 1995). Accordingly, it is plausible

to hypothesize that, unless greater volume primarily reflects

inadequate pruning of neurons in development (Howard et al.,

2000) and other factors, such as the efficiency of neurotransmission,

are fairly constant, individuals with larger brain regions should

perform the functions mediated by those regions better.

Although most leaders in the field of intelligence have refused

to give precise bmeaning-styleQ definitions of the term (Deary,
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2000), intelligence must depend on the cognitive abilities needed

to solve a range of problems, such as defining words, ordering a

related series of pictures, and indicating the odd one out among a

set of words or pictures. The psychometric approach uses

standardized tests to measure how well individuals solve problems

like these. A century of research has shown that individuals’ scores

on different intelligence tests inter-correlate positively, and factor

analysis has given rise to the notion that human intelligence is a

multilevel hierarchy of abilities with a general factor or g at the top

and more specific ability factors lower down the hierarchy (see

Neisser et al., 1996 for a discussion). Identification of whether

there are different, specific neural bases of the putative compo-

nents of intelligence will help confirm or indicate the need for

modifying the bunitary processQ interpretation of these statistical

conclusions.

Investigations of the neural bases of human intelligence have

generally supported the view that greater brain size correlates

positively with intelligence (Andreasen et al., 1993; Plomin and

Kosslyn, 2001; Tisserand et al., 2001), although not all studies

have provided positive results (Tramo et al., 1998). Even so, the

earlier studies did not provide consistent evidence for the appealing

notion that the volumes of specific brain regions correlate

positively with intelligence or specific intelligence factors (Flash-

man et al., 1998; MacLullich et al., 2002). Recently, however,

Thompson et al. (2001) identified a significant association between

total gray matter volume of frontal cortex and a proxy measure of

the general intelligence factor, g. This association is consistent with

evidence that patients with large frontal lobe lesions showed

marked impairments in those kinds of intelligence, sometimes

referred to as fluid intelligence, that load highly on g, and relate to

the ability to solve relatively novel problems which cannot be

solved through the routine use of heavily overlearned cognitive

routines (Duncan et al., 1995).

Fluid intelligence contrasts with crystallized intelligence or the

ability to solve those more familiar kinds of problem that can be

solved through the routine use of heavily overlearned cognitive

routines. Crystallized intelligence typically loads more weakly on

g (Gray and Thompson, 2004), and, unlike fluid intelligence,

which tends to decline with age, it is relatively stable as age

increases (Neisser et al., 1996). There is mixed evidence that fluid

and crystallized intelligence are supported by partially distinct

brain structures. Thus, although Duncan et al. (1995) found that

frontal lesions probably do not disrupt crystallized intelligence

whilst greatly disrupting fluid intelligence, the results of functional

imaging are harder to interpret (see Gray and Thompson, 2004 for

a discussion). As both kinds of intelligence load on g, they may

well depend on one or more common processes that involve

working memory and/or attentional control, although fluid

intelligence should rely on these processes more. However, fluid

intelligence may also depend on processes not needed for

crystallized intelligence. Thus, some frontal cortex regions may

be selectively critical for identifying what kind of more familiar

problem a novel problem resembles and others may be key for

monitoring the effectiveness of the routines consequently applied

so as to be prepared, if necessary, to adopt a more appropriate

analogy and its corresponding routines.

Given its large volume, which constitutes a substantial part of

the whole neocortex, it would not be surprising if different parts

of the frontal neocortex each supported distinct cognitive

functions relevant to novel problem solving. Efforts are therefore

being made to further localize a possible focus for fluid

intelligence within this large volume of prefrontal lobe. It has

been shown that greater volume in a region of medial prefrontal

cortex was associated with increased IQ in a healthy pediatric

population (Wilke et al., 2003). This is partially consistent with

the results of three PET imaging studies that found a significant

role for prefrontal cortex in performing tasks which depend

strongly on fluid intelligence (Duncan et al., 2000). Although,

relative to more routine tasks using matching materials, the three

different kinds of novel problem solving (loading highly on g)

only showed overlapping activations in the lateral frontal cortex,

solving novel visuospatial problems also activated medial

prefrontal cortex. More recently, Gray et al. (2003) showed, in

an event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

study of 48 subjects, that the positive relationship between fluid

intelligence and performance on high versus low interference lure

trials of a three-back working memory task was mediated by the

greater neural activity in the lateral frontal cortex and parietal

cortex bilaterally produced by successful performance on the high

interference lure trials. As high interference trials demand high

levels of attentional control, a plausible explanation of the results

is that the use of fluid intelligence critically involves certain

kinds of attentional control, and that more efficient use of this

control, which leads to higher fluid intelligence, depends on

greater activation in key structures including the lateral frontal

cortex.

Gray and Thompson (2004) discuss some possible reasons why

Gray et al. (2003) and Duncan et al. (2000) partially conflict. One

reason is that functional imaging studies cannot directly establish

that activity in a brain region is causally critical for a cognitive

process. It is therefore of interest to investigate whether in healthy

adults individual differences in the size of lateral and/or medial

frontal regions as well as the parietal sites also identified by Gray

and his colleagues correlate with differences in fluid and crystal-

lized intelligence, or only with differences in fluid intelligence.

Finding frontal correlations only with fluid intelligence would

provide support for the view that activity in one or more of these

regions fairly selectively supports fluid intelligence as a function of

increasing size.

In the present study, we have applied two well-established brain

image analysis techniques to test the structural relationship between

gray matter in prefrontal cortex and performance on Cattell’s

Culture Fair test and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised

(WAIS-R) measures of Performance and Verbal intelligence.

Cattell’s test is the best measure of fluid intelligence, the WAIS-

R Performance tests probably depend on both fluid and crystallized

intelligence, but the WAIS-RVerbal tests probably depend most on

crystallized intelligence (Duncan et al., 1995; Woodcock, 1990).

The Cattell and WAIS-R Performance tests directly tap the ability

to solve different kinds of visuospatial problems, but it is probable

that all three kinds of test tap verbal abilities to some extent because

these abilities are used to solve visuospatial as well as verbal

problems. Our primary aim was to determine whether fluid and

crystallized intelligence correlated differently with the size of brain

regions (particularly in the frontal lobes) after correcting for age-

related changes. To achieve this primary goal, we also had the

subsidiary aims of identifying: (i) the relationship between age and

fluid and crystallized intelligence; (ii) age-related changes in the

size of brain regions, particularly those in the frontal lobes; and (iii)

whether (voxel-based morphometry) VBM-based frontal gray

matter density correlations corresponded to stereology-based

prefrontal subfield volume correlations.
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